
lantern
1. [ʹlæntən] n

1. фонарь
dark /blind/ lantern - потайнойфонарь
magic lantern - волшебный /проекционный/ фонарь
lantern lecture - лекция с диапозитивами
Chinese lantern - китайский фонарик(бумажный, складной)

2. световая камера маяка
3. архит.
1) фонарь
2) верхний свет
4. тех. цевочное колесо

♢ lantern parking - стоянка автомобилейпод открытымнебом

parish lantern - шутл. луна
2. [ʹlæntən] v

1. освещать фонарёмили фонарями
2. повесить на фонарномстолбе

Apresyan (En-Ru)

lantern
lan·tern [lantern lanterns] BrE [ˈlæntən] NAmE [ˈlæntərn] noun

a lamp in a transparent case, often a metal case with glass sides, that has a handle, so that you can carry it outside

see also ↑Chinese lantern

Word Origin:
Middle English: from Old French lanterne, from Latin lanterna, from Greek lamptēr ‘torch, lamp’ , from lampein ‘to shine’.

Example Bank:
• A lantern lit the small room.
• He shone his lantern into the dark room.
• She carried a lantern to light her way.
• The lantern hung from the roof.
• They saw people hanging paper lanterns from their windows.
• Coloured lanterns hung in the trees around the lawn.

Oxford Advanced Learners Dictionary 8th Ed.

lantern
lan tern /ˈlæntən $ -ərn/ BrE AmE noun [countable]

[Date: 1200-1300; Language: French; Origin: lanterne, from Latin, from Greek lampter, from lampein 'to shine']

a lamp that you can carry, consisting of a metal container with glass sides that surrounds a flame or light

⇨↑Chinese lantern, ↑magic lantern

• • •
THESAURUS

▪ light something that produces light, especially electric light, to help you to see: She switched the kitchen light on. | The lights in
the house were all off.
▪ lamp an object that produces light by using electricity, oil, or gas - often used in names of lights: a bedside lamp | a street lamp
| a desk lamp | a table lamp | an old oil lamp | a paraffin lamp
▪ lantern a lamp that you can carry, consisting of a metal container with glass sides that surrounds a flame or light: The miners
used lanterns which were lit by candles.
▪ torch British English, flashlight American English a small electric lamp that you carry in your hand: We shone our torches
around the cavern.
▪ candle a stick of wax with a string through the middle, which you burn to give light: The restaurant was lit by candles.
▪ bulb the glass part of an electric light, that the light shines from: a 100 watt bulb | an energy-saving light bulb
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